Interchange Coordinate Axes for a selected set of components.
The User can Select the Entire Model, or a contiguous selection of the model to change its coordinate Axes.

But you cannot have a discontinuous selection or random selection of the model.

After a selection is made TRIFLEX can change:

- Change Axis +Y to a -Y
- Change Axis +Y to a +Z
- Change Axis +X to a -X
- Change Axis +X to a +Y
- Change Axis +Z to a +Y
- Change Axis +Z to a +X
Using TRIFLEX® Windows version 2.6.2 or greater

From the Tee

Shift – Click to
Select the branch
All the piping are highlighted.

To the Anchor

Interchange Coordinate Axes
Use the Pull Down menus

Interchange Coordinate Axes

Edit, Interchange Coordinate Axes.
Change the Axis

Interchange Coordinate Axes from +X to +Z.
Interchange Coordinate Axes from +X to +Z.

Note how the Gold piping has rotated

To make the major axis the +Z as requested.
The Interchange of the Coordinate Axes from +X to +Z is complete.
For more details please contact:

6219 Brittmoore Road
Houston, Texas 77041-5114 U.S.A.
Voice: 713 849 3366
Fax: 713 849 3654
Email: info@pipingsolutions.com